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 ive had this game for about four months now. I believe that there are some huge issues with this patch. I believe that fixing these issues will help us a great deal. Please take this into consideration when making this patch. 1.10 will be the last patch for the series. All future patches will be for the new expansion of tank warfare. If you have any questions please feel free to post on the forums here and on
the forums here. Any questions or concerns about 1.10 please ask on the official forums. ----------------------------- 1.10 GENERAL CHANGES ----------------------------- Fixing the issues with the medal of honor aa they did not increase its damage as intended. A more balanced experience in the low, mid and high end. Make it more viable to be a defender (especially early game) instead of being the
2nd line into late game. Decreasing hp and kp on the tier VIII and IX tank. Reducing damage dealers 1.10 more of a support class in late game. Blue and Red side attack paths now use proper hit or miss mechanics. Will now use the same damage model as the dmg dealers so their damage is dependent on their primary weapon instead of a resistance. Red Side AA now has a proper resistance to stop

using it for nearly everything and instead use it as a defense. Red Side AA will now hit and miss instead of dealing just 3 to 4 damage. Red Side AA now does 50% less damage to players but still does 5 to 6 damage to vehicles. Red Side AA will now be active when you are downed. Red Side AA will now be active when you die. Red Side AA now does 10% more damage to players and vehicles. Red
Side AA will now be active when you get a kill. (More damage but less visible to the enemy). Red Side AA will now be active when you die. (More damage but less visible to the enemy). Red Side AA will now hit and miss instead of dealing the 5 to 6 damage. Red Side AA will no longer auto-aim. This makes it harder for people to take you out. Red Side AA will no longer deal damage to the vehicle

but will do 3 to 5 damage to the crew. Red Side AA will no longer auto-aim but it will hit and miss. Red Side AA will no longer damage the tank. Red Side AA will now use the same system as the blue side and do 50% less damage (60% less on secondaries). Red Side AA will now have a 1 second duration. Red 82157476af
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